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Abstract
Real-space techniques have been an important issue in the PROTEIN program system from its very beginning. In the field of molecular replacement the “real-space search methods” serve the correlation of maps for the exploration of non-crystallographic symmetry (Patterson self-rotation), positioning of known molecular models in unknown structures (cross-rotation, translation) both in Patterson and Fourier maps, location and refinement of local axes in a Fourier map, calculation of “mean Fourier maps”, and rotated density maps.

The widely used density modification techniques aiming at the phase improvement and hence interpretability of density maps have required further extension of the software system. Following the principle of flexibility in PROTEIN, this has been achieved by implementing modules with new basic functionality (e.g. simple map algebra incl. rotation, unit-cell generation from an asymmetric unit, etc.). These additional tools accessible to the user through commands may be combined with the existing elements to perform powerful crystallographic tasks on the level of the command language (e.g. superposition of maps, mask calculation by convolution techniques, solvent flattening, molecular averaging).

After a general introduction into the PROTEIN program system, the paper focuses on discussions of its capabilities both for molecular replacement and density modification in real space. Structure analyses from the literature serve as examples.

1 Introduction

The advances both in computer technology and in the methodology of macromolecular crystallography have led to a considerable increase in the speed of structure solution. This development, in turn, has put emphasis on the importance of self-consistent crystallographic software systems for effective working conditions. Two classes may be differentiated:

1. Collection of separate programs exchanging data by standardized formats (e.g. the CCP4 package [1]). The programs may come from different, independent authors and are, therefore, easier to maintain, but less easy to use.

2. Integrated program systems (e.g. XTAL system [2,3], X-PLOR [4], XtalView [5]) require more effort to maintain, but are easier to use. Often they evolve from different primary focuses.

The PROTEIN program system belongs to the second category. The original design goals from its first release [6] today prove to be as important as in the past and have been acknowledged by a wide acceptance within the crystallographic community (over 200 installations): (1) easy and flexible usage, (2) applicability to differently sized problems, (3) wide and growing functionality, (4) efficiency, (5) robustness due to extensive testing, (6) comfortable cooperation with other crystallographic programs and (7) availability on major computer hardware platforms. These goals have been met by:

- Implementation of program modules (building blocks) for performing both simple (basic) and complex tasks
- Use of a command (script) language for parameter specification and activation of the individual tasks
- Chaining of calls of program modules on the user command level which defines the crystallographic task
- Exchange of data between the tasks by use of files and, more recently, memory (file-oriented tasks versus memory-oriented tasks)
- Dynamic use of memory (i.e. independence from problem size)

Further extensions in versions 3 and 4 of PROTEIN [7,8] have been performed along these lines.
1.1 Functionality of PROTEIN

The major purpose of the program system has been and still is the initial solution of macromolecular crystal structures by X-ray techniques. As such, the important steps of model building and refinement intentionally have been left out. While interactive computer graphics is absolutely mandatory for the former (e.g. FRODO [9], O [10], MAIN [11], XtalView [5]), quite a number of different powerful comparable methods [4, 12, 13] exist for the latter. Not imposing a preference for a particular approach introduces even higher flexibility for the end user. For suitable and convenient interaction with a variety of programs, features are available in the PROTEIN system which allow the exchange of information on the data level. The most important functions of PROTEIN are:

- Generation and expansion of reflection data files (loading of experimental data with e.s.d.'s)
- Scaling of reflection data (crystals and/or "frames")
- Scaling of derivative mean values
- Averaging of reflection data (incl. summation of partially recorded reflections from pairs of adjacent frames) and data screening with statistics describing their quality
- M.I.R. (multiple isomorphous replacement) with heavy atom parameter refinement
- Encoding of various phase information in Hendrickson-Lattman coefficients (M.I.R., Sim weighting, etc.)
- Combination of independent phase information at various instances (e.g. M.I.R. phasing, structure factor setup, export of data, statistical functions)
- Very general setup of Fourier coefficients (including phase combination)
- Fast calculation of structure factors from atomic coordinates
- Calculation of maps and difference maps (Patterson, Fourier, difference maps) with normal and FFT methods [14]
- Listing, contouring (also stereo), peak searching of maps in all directions of the crystal axes
- Real-space search methods (self- and cross-rotation, translation function, rotation and averaging of maps, vector verification, etc.)
- Density modification techniques in real and reciprocal space (e.g. solvent flattening, non-crystallographic symmetry averaging, convolution techniques)
- Statistical supplement (e.g. figure of merit, significance of anomalous dispersion data, R-factor, etc.)
- Interconversion facilities for exchange of data with other programs and/or systems

1.2 Command language

In order to simplify the command input and reduce the possibility for input errors, use is made of a hierarchically structured command (script) language. The sequence of control words on the basic input level (commands) (e.g. LOAD), each of which corresponds to a particular task, determines the sequence of actions to be taken. In this way it defines the crystallographic task to be executed. Input parameters to the control words are numbers (e.g. 100, 43.1), strings (enclosed within quotes, e.g. '-X, -Y, Z+1/2'), single letters (e.g. A) or sequences of control words on the next higher input level (subcommands, enclosed within parentheses, e.g. four (grid 100 100 100 scale 0.1)). These themselves may carry further arguments or sequences of control words, with possibly further nesting. Organization of the command input in free format, support of default values for non-specified arguments, and mostly free order of subcommands on higher input levels ease usage and make the command input self-descriptive.

Often used command sequences may be deposited in separate files and executed as procedures by a simple reference to their file names (e.g. @'sp19.cmd'). In this way control may be passed from one command file to another, up to depth of five, control being returned to the previous one upon exhaustion of the current one. The support of environment variables defined on the operating system level enhances the flexibility of the command structures (e.g. @"MPIPROT"/exe/sp19.cmd').

Although command sequences are typically set up with an ASCII editor prior to execution, the keyboard itself may serve as the primary input level, as well. In such cases the availability of the procedure mechanism is of particular importance. Despite this possibility, my personal preference for interactive execution is the separate setup of a command file, followed by its execution, since a truly interactive user interface with prompts, menus, etc. and recording into a command file (i.e. an intelligent PROTEIN command editor) is not available. It is appreciated that there is some need for such an interface, from which novices would benefit the most. A WWW interface is being considered as a general graphical user interface (GUI).

The above is summarized in the following example:

```
load (cell 64.9 78.32 38.79
@"MPIPROT"/exe/sp19.cmd' !P21221
format ' (3F4.0,2X,2F10.2)' ! CCP4
(h k l fobs sigma) )
```
2 Molecular replacement in real-space

Molecular replacement (a term introduced by Rossmann [15]) typically is used for two (in principle independent) purposes: (1) determination of non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) elements within the asymmetric unit and inclusion of this information in phase determination (e.g. NCS averaging); (2) determination of initial phases for an unknown structure by positioning a molecule (or fragment of it) in the cell of the unknown. In the following I shall concentrate on the latter.

For computational reasons this principally 6-dimensional problem (three rotation angles, three components of the translational vector) is, in general, separated into two 3-dimensional problems. A rotation function is used to determine the angular orientation, and a translation function to determine the position of the correctly oriented molecule. Since phase information is not available, these functions have to be based on the correlation of the Patterson functions of the known and unknown structures, or parts therefrom. Two principally interconvertible approaches are known: one operating in reciprocal space (first introduced by Rossmann and Blow [16]), the other in real space (first mentioned by Hoppe [17]). For this purpose, it is convenient to think of the Patterson function as a superposition of all interatomic vectors within the unit cell, composed of the self-vector sets (between atoms of the same molecule) and cross-vector sets (between atoms of different molecules). Since the self-vector set of a rotated molecule depends merely on the rotation of the unoriented self-vector set (i.e. it is translation independent), any rotational search needs to consider the self-vectors only, whereas any translational search has to involve the cross-vectors of properly oriented molecules.

A number of crystallographic software packages is available for molecular replacement: the MERLOT package [18] comprising a consistent collection of several prominent algorithms not mentioned here explicitly, and the CCP4 package [1], which also includes the very effectively operating fast rotation function AMoRe (Navaza [19]). Other recent approaches are the Patterson correlation refinement (Brünger [20]), available in X-PLOR [4]), and the direct rotation function (DeLano [21]).

The real-space search routines available within PROTEIN are a generalization of Huber's [22] approach. Two 3-dimensional maps (search map and target map) are correlated by relative orientations or translations in real space. Depending on the maps and operations chosen, the following applications are possible:

- Self-rotation of crystal Patterson maps (both search and target maps) for the determination of non-crystallographic symmetries

- Rotation of a model self-vector set (search map) within the crystal Patterson map (target map) to find the orientation of the model in the crystal cell

- Translation of a model cross-vector set (search map) on Harker sections of the crystal Patterson map (target map) to find the position of the model in the crystal cell

- Rotation of a disc of unity density around the origin of the crystal Patterson map to find “local” Harker sections (i.e. planes of high density)

- Translation of a finite disc of unity density on Harker planes to find a coarse center-of-gravity difference vector between symmetrical molecules

- Location and refinement of the position of local axes in a Fourier map

- Mean Fourier: calculation of the average of rotated and unrotated Fourier sections. Simple rotation of density

- “Vector verification” for the interpretation of difference Patterson maps

The target map is represented on a full 3-dimensional grid, whereas the search map typically consists of a selected set of coordinates (peaks) from a full map for computational reasons. The “correlation” function is represented as a correlation map, which may be defined in several manners:

1. Product function \( C = \sum \{ P_t(R \cdot x) \cdot P_s(x) \} \), where \( P_t \) represents the target map; \( R \) is the product of the orthogonalization, transformation (rotation or translation) and deorthogonalization matrices; and the various \( x \) are the coordinates of the search model \( P_s \) (“peaks” = grid points above a threshold). High values indicate a high degree of overlap.

2. Difference function \( C = \sum \{ P_t(R \cdot x) - P_s(x) \}^2 \frac{1}{2} \), which may be used in two forms: \( C_1 \) uses all “peaks”, while \( C_2 \) uses only those with \( P_t > P_s \), since at a correct placement \( P_t \geq P_s \). In this case, low values indicate a high degree of overlap.

The product function has the advantage that the search and target maps may be on arbitrary scales. The difference functions are more sensitive but require correct scaling which is often difficult to achieve.

It is obvious that the approach to the Patterson search problem in real space offers the possibility of modifying the search model without great difficulty in intuitively reasonable ways. This first has been pointed out by Nordman [23].

In the following, the individual steps required within PROTEIN to perform such calculations shall be demonstrated using data from structure analyses (Ribonuclease Sa with two molecules in the asymmetric
unit, by Sevcik et al. [24], and Cytochrome c' with a four helix bundle, by Baker et al. [25]). These also served as examples in an EU-sponsored training workshop on Molecular Replacement, organized by E.J. Dodson in Spring 1996.

2.1 Rotational search

The calculation of the target map involves two major steps: (1) the generation of a reflection file (which includes the loading of experimental data and, formally, crystal and derivative scaling, although multiple reflection data are missing); (2) the calculation of the Patterson map (setup of Patterson coefficients, Fourier summation). If required, the effect of the origin peak can be removed by subtracting its contribution. These two steps are demonstrated in Fig. 1 and 2.

```
work list i label 'RNA SA'
files (A 21 (status 'scratch') C 24 (stat 'scratch')
input 30 (name 'rnasa25.ref' stat 'old'))
! == Load data from unit 30 to file B
load (cell 64.90 78.32 38.79
symtries 'X,Y,Z' '-X+1/2,-Y+1/2,-Z'
-X+1/2,-Y+1/2,-Z+1/2' spacegroup 'P212121'
format '(3F4.0,2X,2F10.2)' (h k l fobs sigma)
assign d 'NATI' assign s 'MEAN')
!
! == Relative scaling of sources of native
! and calculation of mean values.
files (interch a b) scale 'NATI' mean
!
! == Now determine derivative scale factors
files (interch a b b 23 (name 'rnasa.fla' stat 'new')) scale mean

Figure 1: Reflection file with experimental data
```

```
work list i label 'RNA SA model'
files (A 21 (status 'scratch') C 24 (stat 'scratch')
input 30 (name 'dummy.ref' stat 'old'))
! == Generate file with one dummy reflection
load (cell 100. 100. 100. symtries 'X,Y,Z'
'-X+1/2,-Y+1/2,-Z+1/2' spacegroup 'P1'
format '(3F4.0,2X,ZF10.2)' (h k l fobs sigma)
assign d 'NATI' assign s 'MEAN')
!
! == Find missing reflections up to the given
! resolution limit
resol 2.5 (shell 20)
check b (compl (punch '(3i4,2h1.,a4)'))
!
! == Add them to reflection file and perform
! dummy scaling and averaging
files (interch a b input 31 (rewind))
load (format '(3F4.0,F2.1)' (h k l fobs)
assign d 'NATI' assign s 'MEAN')
files (interch a b b 23 (name '1sar_P1.fla'))
!
! == Calculate model structure factors
fc (spacegroup 'P1' bov 15
atomt 1 'C' (formf 1.455 1.462 3.775 22.49 0.7241)
atomt 2 'N' (formf 1.459 2.001 4.471 17.02 1.023)
atomt 3 'O' (formf 2.113 2.867 4.637 14.75 1.211)
) atoms (entry 1 9999)
!
! == Calculation of a model Patterson map
files (interch A B D=25 (status 'scratch')
F 26 (stat 'scratch') E 13 (name 'mpatt'))
resol 8.0 2.5
SF (ampl S (fc 'NATI') comm 'model Patterson P1 RNA SA ...')
fourier (fft grid 100 100 100 scf 0.1)
!
! == complete unit cell and sectioning in Z
copy E F (direction z)
files (interch e f )
copy e f (section 0 100 0 100 0 100 G)
!
! == pick density values for cross rotation
! within a sphere of 20 Angstroms
search (patt F (sym 'P1') select H
(thr 400 rad 4 20 centre 0 0 0))

Figure 4: Calculation of structure factors and model Patterson map
```

Similarly, the calculation of the search map requires the generation of a reflection file (this time with “dummy” data, since experimental data are missing). A large P1 unit cell is chosen to avoid overlap of the model self-vector set with cross-vectors (Fig. 3). This time, structure factors have to be calculated from the known molecular model (external AWK-scripts proved to be most useful for selecting coordinates from PDB files), which are used subsequently for the calculation of the model Patterson and its reduction to the set of peaks used in the rotational search (Fig. 4). In order to exclude intermolecular vectors in the final correlation (restriction of integration volume), a proper range of radii has to be defined for this selection.
After these initial steps, all data are available in the form required to calculate a rotation function in real space. The peak set selected from the search map is rotated against the target map, whose values at the target positions are computed by interpolation. The values of the above described “correlation” function (e.g. product function) at the various angular positions are stored on a 3-D grid in the correlation map (Fig. 5). Depending on the kind of rotational search (self- or cross-rotation) different definitions of angular systems may be appropriate (Eulerian or spherical polar angles).

Finally, the correlation map has to be analyzed which is done by the standard modules of contouring a map and/or searching for peaks (or holes) in it. This is demonstrated in Figs. 6 and 7.

2.2 Translational search

In a translational search, the positions of two (symmetry related) correctly oriented molecules are varied and the corresponding cross-vectors (search map) are correlated with the Patterson of the unknown structure (target map). Again, equivalent formulations exist for real-space and reciprocal-space approaches. In the latter case, quite a variety of different functions (termed translation functions) have been developed. All of these (for a review see Fitzgerald [26]) have in common with the original one of Crowther and Blow [27] that they are evaluated by means of a Fourier transform.

A Fourier transform is also required for the calculation of the cross-vector set with coefficients $F_i(h) \cdot F^* (h)$. $F_i(h)$ and $F^* (h)$ being the calculated structure factor and its conjugate complex of molecules $i$ and $k$, respectively. Subsequently, however, a number of additional steps are necessary which is prohibitive to the calculation of the correlation map in real space. Even reasonable modification of the target and search maps (e.g. subtraction of the correctly oriented self-vector sets or removal of the origin peak) can be accommodated in an easy reformulation of the Fourier coefficients for the translation function. The only advantage of performing this operation in real space may be seen in the choice of the difference function instead of the product function as a criterion of fit. This, however, is sensitive to the scaling of search and target maps.

For these reasons, little use has been made of the real-space translational search available in PROTEIN. Instead, standard reciprocal-space translation functions have been calculated outside the program system. For this purpose the availability of flexible facilities for data exchange proved to be quite useful.

For this reason, little use has been made of the real-space translational search available in PROTEIN. Instead, standard reciprocal-space translation functions have been calculated outside the program system. For this purpose the availability of flexible facilities for data exchange proved to be quite useful.

Even though, the possibility of performing a positional search within PROTEIN is exemplified in Fig. 8, as it demonstrates the modularity of the program system. The only difference to the rotational analysis is the control word trans which causes the search model to be
translated instead of rotated (control word rot, cf. Fig. 5).

SEARCH (PATT [E or F] E or FOUR [E or F] E 
( ... ) ! target map
PEAKS n [G or H or I] G ['format']
( ... ) ! search map
TRanslation E of F [P] or [D] or [M]
['descriptive text']
(SHifts xs xe dx ys ye dy 
zs [ze dz])
[MOVe x1|0 y1|0 z1|0 [G or A] G
 x2|0 y2|0 z2|0 [G or A] G]
NORMalize c or SCALefactor s ) )

Figure 8: Summary of commands for performing a positional search

With the new facilities set up for density modification (described in section 3), it should be not too difficult to calculate reciprocal-space translation functions internally as well (by definition of the Fourier coefficients on the command level). The analysis of the resulting 3-dimensional correlation map may be performed (possibly after import) inside PROTEIN in any case.

2.3 Vector verification

A completely different application of the set of real-space search routines is the so-called vector verification in a vector map. This, typically, is some kind of difference Patterson map and, again, represents the target map. Instead of a “static” search map, search vectors are computed “dynamically” when scanning the target map. From each scan position all symmetry related positions (both crystallographic and non-crystallographic) are calculated. The target map is looked up at all positions that correspond to difference vectors between these generated positions. All values are summed (or multiplied - in this case, negative target values are ignored), and the result is saved in the correlation map.

This procedure is primarily intended for the automatic interpretation of difference Patterson maps. The resulting map will have peaks at all possible locations of the heavy atoms (also corresponding to the space group dependent choices for the origin of the unit cell). Therefore, it is advisable to carefully choose the scan region. Once major heavy atom sites have been determined, their locations may be used to find minor sites from their difference vectors to the major sites. In this situation the origin of the cell is already fixed. In general, the complete asymmetric unit has to be scanned.

This method eases interpretation of difference Patterson maps significantly. This is particularly useful in cases of high-symmetry space groups or the presence of multiple sites.

During the structure determination of cytochrome c' [25] the iron-anomalous scattering turned out to be crucial for the success of the whole analysis. It not only enabled initial phasing, but also allowed discriminating between multiple molecular replacement solutions and, finally, to identify one as correct.

In the following, these data serve as an example for a vector verification procedure. The required target map here is an anomalous difference Patterson map with coefficients \(|F_o|^2 - |F_o|^2\). Assuming that the data of the Friedel pairs are available in the reflection file for the native compound 'NATI', the definition of the Fourier coefficients for this map is:

\[
SF (\text{ampl } S (\text{dfpm 'NATI'}) \text{ phase 0 weight 1})
\]

where dfpm is a control word that selects the anomalous differences.

The resulting map is very clean, as may be seen from a contour plot of the Harker section \(z=1/3\) (Fig. 9).

![Figure 9: Harker section z=1/3 of the anomalous difference Patterson map for Alcaligenes denitrificans cytochrome c'](image)

The central portion of the PROTEIN command file for the vector verification is:

```bash
search (patt E (sym 'P1-') change 2 rad 4)
   vect F 'VV in anomalous DP'
   (shift 0 34 1 0 34 1 0 38 1)
```

In order to avoid inadvertent influence from the origin peak, it is simply cut out (all values within a sphere of 4Å around the origin are set to zero). The scan range for the vector verification (control word shift) covers an asymmetric unit. A contour plot of the vector verification is shown in Fig. 10. The two large peaks are equivalent and correspond to two different possibilities of enantiomorphs (space groups \(P6_2\overline{2}2\) and \(P6_3\overline{2}2\)).
Density modification techniques aim at the improvement of phases by imposing physically meaningful constraints on the map on a non-atomic level. When the secondary phase information derived therefrom is combined with the primary phase information available from experiment in an iterative way, a density map will be obtained finally which matches both the experimental data and the physical requirements at their best. Such a density map is expected to be superior to the initial one, and usually allows its interpretation and the subsequent refinement of a molecular model.

Use of quite a number of physical constraints can be considered, the most commonly used include:

- Positivity and boundedness
- Map continuity and use of a partial model
- Histogram matching (examination of statistical distribution of density at a given resolution)
- Solvent flatness
- Non-crystallographic symmetry
- Atomicity (only with very high-resolution data)

In all cases, the iterative approach involves the following steps:

0. Calculation of an initial map from experimental data (also phases)
1. Modification of electron density in real space
2. Calculation of structure factors by inverse Fourier transform of density map generated in step 1
3. Combination of structure factors (amplitudes and phases) from experiment and modification
4. Calculation of a new map with these altered structure factors. This map is used as input to step 1 to start a new cycle. Finally it is interpreted

A good overview of the theory and practice of density modification has been given by Podjarny and Rees [28].

3.1 Required tools

In order to use these methods in PROTEIN, implementation of a number of additional tools is required. Following its philosophy of providing elementary tasks (building blocks) which then may be combined with the existing tools to perform crystallographic tasks on the command level, these include:

- Inverse Fourier transform of maps (calculation of structure factors)
- Determination of phase probabilities (figures of merit) for calculated structure factors
- Modification of structure factors in reciprocal space (simple structure factor algebra)
- Modification of map on the basis of density values, optionally by use of restricted areas (masks)
- Combinations of maps (simple map algebra), including rotation and translation, optionally by use of restricted areas (masks)
- Generation of maps from atomic parameters
- Alteration of layout parameters of maps (e.g. expansion to unit cell)

When the steps necessary in density modification procedures are further broken down to even more elementary tasks, a lot of data exchange is required between them. The approach of using solely data files for this purpose is uncomfortable for the user (and also the programmer). Therefore, the mechanism for transferring data from one task to another has been extended by keeping them temporarily in computer main memory. Since PROTEIN had the capability of allocating memory dynamically from its beginning (mainly for providing generality for differently sized problems) and of labeling it internally, it only had to be made explicitly available to the user. Now, he may allocate named memory segments, release them again and use them for the temporary manipulation of maps and (their) Fourier transforms. Initial loading and final saving is ensured through data files:

```plaintext
READ D 'ftxx' allocates memory segment 'ftxx' and loads it with a Fourier transform from file D
WRITE D 'ftxx' writes Fourier transform from memory segment 'ftxx' to Fourier coefficient file D
READ E 'map' allocates memory segment 'map', loads it with density from map file E
WRITE E 'map' writes density map from memory segment 'map' to map file E
PURGE 'ftxx' 'map' releases memory segments 'ftxx' and 'map' for further use
```

![Figure 10: A section of the vector verification map in the anomalous difference Patterson map.](image-url)
Typical usage of “memory-oriented” tasks for density modification would include: (1) read operations to memory, (2) modifications (manipulations), and (3) write operations for saving the results across different jobs.

The basic control words for manipulation of maps or Fourier transforms are COPY 'from' 'to' and MODIFY 'from' with instructions for modification on the next input level. The first command form leaves the segment 'from' intact, whereas the second one performs the alterations in place. The supplementary command CHECK 'from' allows the calculation of statistical measures from the data contained in memory.

The context-sensitive commands for modification (i.e. possibly different for map and structure factor manipulations) include (unavailable ones in *italics*):

ADD number adds a constant (to each map point or structure factor, which may be complex in the latter case)

ADD (table ...) adds constants from a resolution-dependent table of values (Fourier transforms only)

ADD 'mod' adds another memory segment of the same type, i.e. another map or Fourier transform

MULT number multiplies by a constant (which may be complex for Fourier transforms)

MULT (table ...) multiplies by constants from a resolution-dependent table of values (Fourier transforms only)

MULT [C] 'mod' multiplies by another memory segment of same type, i.e. another map or Fourier transform; this corresponds to convolution in the corresponding Fourier space. The letter C denotes the conjugate complex. Assume, 'ft' contains a molecular transform, then COPY 'ft' 'patt' (mult C 'ft') would set up the transform of its Patterson map

NORMALIZE adds and multiplies map values by constants to yield an average of zero and a standard deviation of one

REPLACE range target replaces density values within a specified range by a target value

REPLACE range target [I or O] 'mask' replaces density values within a specified range by a target value inside or outside a mask

REPLACE range target (INSIDE 'mask' or OUTSIDE 'mask') replaces density values within a specified range by a target value inside or outside a mask

ADD 'map' (ROTATE ... TRANSLATE ... INSIDE 'mask') adds rotated and/or translated map by specified operators within indicated mask (for NCS averaging)

EXPAND (options) changes layout parameters of map, e.g. for expansion to unit cell

All operations are executed immediately and, therefore, may be “chained” on the command level. In this way, powerful modification schemes may be defined on the user command level and deposited for subsequent general usage.

### 3.2 Applications

Two examples making use of the available map manipulation features will be described in the following.

#### 3.2.1 Determination of molecular envelope

B.C. Wang’s algorithm [29] for automatic determination of a molecular envelope from a density map involves the following steps:

- Truncation of the map, i.e. suppression of its negative values
- “Local averaging”, i.e. replacing the density at each grid point by the weighted average of the densities at surrounding grid points, within some radius \( R \), typically 2.5 times the resolution used. The weighting function in this process is
  \[
  w = 1 - r/R
  \]
  
  for positive density values and \( r < R \)
- Suppressing all values below the solvent level and setting all values above solvent level to 1 (the solvent level being determined from a histogram of density values so that the number of grid points below this level corresponds to the expected solvent content of the crystal)

The “local averaging” is equivalent to a convolution between the truncated map (i.e. its positive portions) and the weighting function \( w(r) \). The quite compute-intensive task (in Wang’s original programs) can be made much faster by use of reciprocal-space methods following the convolution theorem. Instead of averaging in real space, the Fourier transform of the truncated map only needs to be multiplied with the transform of the weighting function [30,31]. This is isotropic and only dependent on sin \( \theta/\lambda \) and can be expressed analytically [31]. A Fourier synthesis of the resulting transform directly yields the “averaged” map.

Suppose the Fourier transform of the weighting function is available in tabular form (this has been done in an external program for a number of typical averaging radii). The sequence of necessary steps may be “programmed” with the PROTEIN command language:

```bash
! == 1 = Truncate (suppress negative values)
!   map within memory area 'mpin'.
read e 'mpin' modify 'mpin' (suppr -10000 0)
!
! == 2 = Backtransform map and perform
!   averaging by convolution (multiply
!   Fourier transforms of truncated
!   density and weighting function.
!   Calculate averaged map by FFT.
!   Data exchange partially via files
!   (for compatibility reasons)
```
3.2.2 Solvent flattening

The existence of a uniform solvent region implies strong constraints on the structure factor phases [32]. Therefore, imposing flatness on the solvent (i.e. setting the density outside a molecular boundary to a mean value) leads to improvement of the phases. In general, the effect is more pronounced in loosely packed crystal structures, where the volume occupied by the solvent may be quite considerable.

The iterative process of solvent flattening requires the initial definition of a molecular volume (envelope). Quite a number of different approaches have been reported for this task. An automatic procedure has been demonstrated in the preceding section. The molecular volume typically is represented as a 3-dimensional mask with ones at grid points inside the molecule and zeroes otherwise. The following steps are applied repeatedly until convergence is reached:

- Set the density outside the molecular envelope (i.e. solvent region) to the average in this area.
- Optionally truncate the protein density inside the molecule (apply positivity); “histogram matching” would be performed at this instance additionally.
- Back-transform the modified map and combine the resulting phases with the starting (experimental) phases. Here, several possibilities exist; one commonly used is based upon the assignment of phase probabilities for these phases (Sim-weighting [33]). The combination itself may be performed according to the algorithm proposed by Hendrickson and Lattman [34].

- Calculate a new map from these “combined” phases and repeat the whole process. Optionally a new envelope may be calculated from the improved map.

These steps are formulated in a PROTEIN command procedure (an M.I.R. map of BPTI served as an example):

```plaintext
! Input: electron density on file E
! mask for molec. vol. file F
! reflection file on file A
! Output: solvent flattened map on file 50
!
! == Flatten the solvent region outside mask
! and truncate region of heavy atom.
read f 'mask' read e 'map'
modify 'map' (replace -1000. -18. 0.025
replace o 'mask' -10000 10000 0.025)
!
! == Write modified map to file and
! calculate structure factors
files (d 51 (stat 'scratch') c 52 (stat 'scratch')
b 54 (stat 'scratch'))
write e 'map' four i
!
! == Merge structure factors into reflection
! file for combination with M.I.R. phases
copy a b (merge (HLset 3))
files (interch a b)
sf (ampl (fo 'NATI') phase (HLset 2 HLset 3)
weight (fom) )
!
! == Calculate new map from M.I.R. phases
! and solvent flattening.
four (grid 64 34 72 scf 100)
!
! After swapping of reflection files ready
! for a new cycle
files (interch a b)
```

The repetition of the whole process simply is (without an automatic criterion for convergence):

@'solvflat.cmd' @'solvflat.cmd'
@'solvflat.cmd' @'solvflat.cmd' ...

The above procedure implies knowledge of the average value within the solvent area (a specific number has been defined with the REPLACE subcommand). This has to be
determined in a preceding step by performing an analysis (CHECK) of the initial map within the solvent area. For this purpose the mask has to be inverted (i.e. inside the molecule 0, outside 1) and applied to the density. The statistical analysis (which also calculates an average) ignores zero values.

\begin{verbatim}
read f 'mask' modify 'mask' (mult -1. add 1.)
read e 'map' modify 'map' (mult 'mask')
check 'map'
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 11 and 12 show one section of an M.I.R. map of BPTI at 2.5A before and after 16 cycles of solvent flattening.

\begin{verbatim}
Z down / X across. Y= 7/34
\end{verbatim}

**Figure 11:** One section of the 2.5A M.I.R. map of BPTI before solvent flattening. The heavy atom area has a deep hole.

\begin{verbatim}
Z down / X across. Y= 7/34
\end{verbatim}

**Figure 12:** The same section as in Fig. 11 after 16 cycles of solvent flattening. The heavy atom and solvent areas have been flattened out resulting in an enhancement of the features within the molecule.

4 Availability

PROTEIN originally [6] was developed on an IBM mainframe. During the era of minicomputers with 32-bit architectures, it has been adapted for VAX/VMS. With the advent of cost-effective RISC-workstations, it has been ported to a variety of platforms. It is now available for prominent UNIX systems incl. Silicon Graphics, DEC Alpha (asked for primarily), IBM RS/6000, Sun, Hewlett Packard, as well as OpenVMS on VAX and AXP, on particular request. The program has to be licensed (contact W.St.) and is distributed in executable format with an extensive user manual and a set of examples. The Web page mentioned in the header documents information about the package’s capabilities, availability, new features, examples, a list server for distribution of news, etc.
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